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In the same way the moment about the axis of z of the tensions which act across the section AOC is tfyzdydz .E/p. This couple cannot be balanced by the equal couple about M'B' because their axes are not parallel. It is therefore necessary that this moment should vanish. It follows that the rod will not remain in the plane of bending unless the product of inertia of the area of the normal section about the axis of y and any perpendicular straight line in its plane is zero. In other words, the plane of bending must be perpendicular to a principal axis of the section at its centre of gravity.
34. If we suppose, as already explained in Art. 8, that each fibre or filament of the rod is contracted or extended in the same manner as if it were separated from the rest of the rod, the mutual pressures of these filaments transverse to the length of the rod and also the tangential actions are zero. Each element of the rod is therefore in equilibrium, and the surface conditions are also satisfied. Each filament is slightly displaced, like those discussed in Art. 8, and slightly turned round. These displacements are those represented by v, w, and are such that, when the fibres are stretched independently of each other, the body remains continuous.
The expressions for the coordinates y'—y + v, z'=z + tv, of Q' in terms of the coordinates y, z of Q may be deduced from the theorems given in Art. 8. It follows from that article that when the filament QR is stretched into the filament Q'R' by a tension Nxt the rectangular base QLMN remains rectangular and similar to its original form, and is of such size that corresponding sides are connected by the relation (Q'Lf - QL)/QL - - Nx/Ef.
Let 0 be the angle which the side Q'L' makes with the axis of #, measured positively from z to y ; then
dzf        dw ~ dy         dy Rejecting the squares of the small quantities v, w and remembering that QL = dy,
we have
dy        E''
Treating the side Q'N' in the same way, we have Substituting for Nx its value -integration
,            dw
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>, and neglecting iojp as before, we find by w__       _..
— £'       p      > Equating the two values of tan 0 and substituting for v and w, we find that
-%F'(y) = y+f'(z). It follows that / (z) = az + b, and therefore
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The terms containing 6 and a2 - c represent a translation of the section as a whole, those containing the first powers of y, z represent a rotation through an angle EajE'p. If neither of these displacements exist, we may ornit these terms.
The expressions thus found for u, v, w, give the displacements of Q referred to the axes O'M', O'A', O'G'. They also give those of R referred to corresponding axes with M' for origin. The displacements of R referred to the axes with Of as origin are therefore given by
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where x,y,z are the coordinates of R.
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